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U of T engineering students’ proposal 

for Ontario Building Code changes for 

Radon Gas. 1 
 

      
 

“Radon in Homes, Schools, and Workplaces … Legal Protections 
Lacking,” issued by the Canadian Environmental Law 
Association, 25 November 2014, was reported in this newsletter 
2015 01. Vol.23 No1.2   The CELA publication inspired our Clinic 
to suggest the topic as a project for fourth year engineering 

students for one of the University of Toronto programs in which 
we participate.  

 
We are very pleased to publish that team’s results:   
 
 

2016 03. U of T APS490 Showcase Poster.pdf 
 

                       2016 03. Final Proposal OBC changes for Rn.pdf 
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The Multidisciplinary Capstone Project Course Showcase,3 24 March 2016, on the St. George 
Campus, included “RADON GAS AMENDMENTS FOR THE ONTARIO BUILDING CODE.”  
Copied here is the students’ presentation poster,4 followed by examples of several diagrams from 
their report.5 
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U of T engineering students’ proposals to safely replace 

the dangerous high school rainbow experiment. 6 

 
Our Clinic suggested as a project for first year engineering students, for one of the University 
of Toronto programs in which we participate:   

 

The Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic is funded by LEGAL AID ONTARIO to provide 
free information, legal advice and representation to low income workers who face health 
and safety problems at work.  http://workers-safety.ca/home .  Our Clinic has 
participated before with the U of T Engineering Strategies & Practice Course, and the 
Multidisciplinary Capstone Design Course.  See in our newsletter 2014 05. Vol.22 No.2  
2015 04 Vol23 No2 .  For this ESP project: 
 
By 1859, Robert Wilhelm Bunsen and Gustav Robert Kirchhoff, both of Heidelberg, had 
developed a spectroscope that was used to analyse light produced by atoms thermally 
excited in the flame of a gas-air burner (famously named after Bunsen).  By 1860 and 1861 
they had discovered two new elements Cs and Rb.  Their instrument was also soon used 
for astronomical observations.  Bunsen and Kirchhoff’s spectroscope was developed from 
the well-known phenomenon that minerals put in a flame produced characteristic 
colours.   
 
More than a century later this is still used in high school chemistry labs.  But not without 
safety problems, as for example, reported in the The New York Times, 31 October 2015, and 

See more below. 

 

http://workers-safety.ca/home
http://workers-safety.ca/newsletter-recent/2014-05-vol22-no2
http://workers-safety.ca/newsletter-recent/2015-01-vol23-no4
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CHEMICAL & ENGINEERING NEWS, 09 November 2015.  In 2014, the American 
Chemical Society issued “Safety Alert – Stop Using the Rainbow Demonstration.”  
http://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/about/governance/committees/chemicalsafety/s
afety-alert-rainbow-demonstration.html    www.csb.gov/videos/after-the-rainbow .  
 

We are very pleased to publish results of the two teams that worked independently on this 
problem:   

2016 04. Final Presentation Team 67.pptx  (27 April 2016, St. George Campus.)  
 

2016 04. highschool chem rainbow exp UofT ESP Team 67.pdf 
     

2016 04. Final Presentation Team 102.pdf  (27 April 2016, St. George Campus.) 
   

2016 04. highschool chem rainbow exp UofT ESP Team 102.pdf  
 

   
                             [team 67]                                                                                       [team 102

Case & comment -- 1   

 Thompson v 580062 Ontario Inc.      

a decision of the Ontario Labour Relations Board 
Jeffrey J. Pariag,  Clinic Staff Lawyer    

Unlawful reprisal under the 
Occupational Health and Safety 
Act occurs when an 
employee is dismissed or 
punished for raising health 
and safety concerns in the 
workplace. Workers who 
have been dismissed or 
punished for raising health 

and safety concerns can file 
application with the Ontario 
Labour Relations Board. The 
OLRB has the authority to 
order a range of remedies 
including monetary compensation 
for lost wages, mental 
anguish and distress, loss of 
opportunity of continued 

employment, as well as the 
remedies of reinstatement 
and damages in lieu of 
reinstatement. In practice, 
employers are often 
reluctant to agree to 
reinstatement.  
 

http://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/about/governance/committees/chemicalsafety/safety-alert-rainbow-demonstration.html
http://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/about/governance/committees/chemicalsafety/safety-alert-rainbow-demonstration.html
http://www.csb.gov/videos/after-the-rainbow
http://workers-safety.ca/publications?do=view&file=publications%3A+newsletter%2C+Workers+Guide%2C+FACT+SHEETS%2C+reports%2C+etc%7C2016+04%7C2016+04.++Final+Presentation++Team+67.pptx
http://workers-safety.ca/publications?do=view&file=publications%3A+newsletter%2C+Workers+Guide%2C+FACT+SHEETS%2C+reports%2C+etc%7C2016+04%7C2016+04.++highschool+chem+rainbow+exp+UofT+ESP+Team+67.pdf
http://workers-safety.ca/publications?do=view&file=publications%3A+newsletter%2C+Workers+Guide%2C+FACT+SHEETS%2C+reports%2C+etc%7C2016+04%7C2016+04.++Final+Presentation+Team+102.pdf
http://workers-safety.ca/publications?do=view&file=publications%3A+newsletter%2C+Workers+Guide%2C+FACT+SHEETS%2C+reports%2C+etc%7C2016+04%7C2016+04.++highschool+chem+rainbow+exp+UofT+ESP+Team+102.pdf
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While settlement based on 
reasonable terms should 
always be encouraged, it is 
important to take note of the 
decision in a late-2014 OHSA 
reprisal case. In Thompson v 
580062 Ontario Inc,12 the 
Applicant complained to her 
employer about workplace 
violence and harassment. 
Two days later, the 
Applicant discovered that 
she was not assigned any 
hours for upcoming week. 
After speaking to the 
employer about the hours, 
the Applicant contacted the 
Ministry of Labour and 
reported the harassment and 
the loss of her hours.  
 
This matter was heard 
before the OLRB in 
November 2015. The 
employer did not participate 

in the hearing, and the 
Applicant was awarded a 
total of $7,437.16.  Putting 
the outcome and the facts of 
the case aside, it is important 
to take note of the Board’s 
conclusion regarding the 
remedy of reinstatement. In 
paragraph 21, the Board 
states that “the presumptive 
remedy for a reprisal in 
contravention of section 50 of 
the Act is to reinstate the 
discharged employee and to 
provide the employee with lost 
wages from the date of the 
discharge up until the date of 
the reinstatement subject to 
mitigation.”  
 
While the OLRB is not 
bound by precedent or its 
own decisions, jurisprudence 
stating that reinstatement is 
the presumptive or default 

remedy for a reprisal is 
beneficial for workers 
because it should signal to 
employers and their lawyers 
that the prospect of 
reinstatement being ordered 
by the Board is real. Those 
representing employers 
should consider the use of 
higher settlement amounts 
as a means to eliminate the 
risk of reinstatement, and 
those representing employees 
should consider whether a 
settlement amount is really 
worth giving up the right to 
seek the presumptive remedy 
of reinstatement.  Of course, 
because every case is 
different, legal advice based 
on the facts surrounding 
each case is necessary for an 
employer or an employee to 
determine how to proceed. 

            

 

 

 

 

 

More comment – biased opinion –  1 
 

 Criminal Code -- prison sentence.  

The effect of the Kazenelson criminal law decision on legal advice to workers. 
                                                             M. Grossman  2 

 

In the previous issue of this 
newsletter1 I opined that 
Metron/Kazenelson, a recent 
criminal law case, helped 
change the legal rules of 

engagement for workers.  
And that such a change was 
not a positive development.   
That opinion did not delve 
into the merits of the 

Kazenelson guilty finding and 
prison sentence;  it was the 
general concept of the use of 
the criminal law that was of 
interest. 

 

This newsletter issue continues commentary about how the recent Metron/Kazenelson criminal law 
case may have changed the application of law to workplace health & safety.  There are differing 

opinions:   And, further comment in future issues – after the Kazenelson appeal process. 
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In that same newsletter issue -- 
in his counterpoint – Vernon 
Edwards, Occupational Health 
and Safety Director, Ontario 
Federation of Labour, disagreed.2 
 
Here are my responses:  

 
 It is correct that criminal 

negligence has been valid 
law for the workplace long 
before the Westray amendments. 
What Kazenelson has changed 
is the willingness to use the 
Criminal Code.  With this is 
a likelihood of misuse by 
law enforcement personnel 
and agencies, who are not 
only removed from 
workplace issues, but also 
may be ignorant of the 
related engineering and 
science.   
 
The frame-of-mind of 
criminal law enforcers is 
less towards identifying 
and avoiding hazards by 
way of labour administration 
informed of engineering 
and science, than to 
apprehend and process 
alleged criminals.  And 
maybe to allow the illusion 
that something is being 
done when there is an ugly 
workplace disaster. 
 
Yes, negligence as crime at 
the workplace can happen, 
and when it does (as it may 
have in Kazenelson), the 
Criminal Code should be 
applied.  But this should be 
rather rare, and would be 
well preventable by adequate 

government inspection with 
careful follow-up (for 
example an inspector-tag-
out of an unsuitable swing-
stage).3  
 

 It is also correct that 
Kazenelson has changed the 
liability landscape for those 
with supervisory or 
managerial authority over 
workers.  But if the owners 
of capital and their managers 
have become more likely to 
be criminally prosecuted, 
that very fact increases the 
likelihood for everyone else 
near-by – workers – who 
are less likely to be able to 
quickly go into effective 
criminal law defence mode, 
or to be able to afford the 
expense.  
 

 I do not agree that the role 
of the Ministry of Labour 
inspectors does not change 
with Kazenelson. It does, 
and much so.  
 
When there is the prospect 
of a Criminal Code investigation, 
OH&S Act s.544 provisions 
to provide data to a MOL 
inspector should now be 
seen in the context of the 
criminal law right to 
consult legal counsel before 
saying anything to anyone 
else.  And, maybe further, 
depending on that counsel’s 
advice, to want to say nothing 
to anyone in authority. 
  
There would be a credible 
legal defence to a prosecution 
based on OH&S Act s.54 

(powers of inspector)5 & s.62 
(obstruction, etc. not allowed),6 
in that the MOL inspector 
could be seen as effectively 
a police agent or informer. 
With a criminal law 
investigation in play, other 
legal process is trumped.   
 
In particular, OH&S Act 
s.54(1)(h)7 should be seen as 
a request that should at 
least be deferred by 
insisting on speaking to 
legal counsel first.  And, 
curiously, s.54 does not 
appear to actually give the 
inspector a right to compel 
a witness statement. 
 
The legal tension between 
Criminal Code process and 
provincial regulatory legislation 
– such as the Highway 
Traffic Act or the OH&S Act 
-- is dealt with in a line of 
cases including R v White8 
and R v Soules.9 10 
 
While White and Soules do 
provide significant protection 
from use of regulatory-
required data in a criminal 
trial, I argue here that the 
stakes are so high for 
criminal negligence that a 
witness should have independent 
legal advice first. 
 
That advice might include 
the lawyer considering if 
there are aspects not 
covered by White and Soules. 
 
That advice might also include 
the lawyer checking to see if 

 Needs revision? 
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the data actually is required 
under the OH&S Act.   
 

 Consistent with what I 
have written above, I 
would not agree with the 

counterpoint:  “Workers 
who are witnesses are 
required by the OH&S Act 
to cooperate with an MOL 
investigation including 
providing a statement. This 
is distinct from a police 
investigation where witnesses 
can consult a lawyer before 

deciding to give a statement.”11 
 
Again, I argue here that the 
stakes are so high for 
criminal negligence that a 
witness should seek legal 
counsel first, for all purposes.   
 
Even if the inspector might 
have rights to a compelled 
witness statement (and maybe 
the inspector does not) the 
person who would be 
compelled has a right to 
independent legal advice first.    

                    
 
This is not to tell a witness 
to not co-operate with a 
MOL investigation, but in 
no way could seeking legal 
advice first be construed as 
OH&S Act s.62 “Obstruction 
of inspector,”12 especially in 
the contemplation of criminal 
law process, and more 
especially when that 
criminal law process is 
being publicly promoted by 
an external organization 
(here, the OFL).  It is in no 

way an obstruction to 
pause to seek legal counsel;  
and unwise not to.  

 

 As I wrote before,13 even 
the innocent have cause to 
fear Canada’s less-than-
perfect legal system, and its 
criminal law enforcers who 
have been known to get 
things wrong.  That is why 
criminal defence lawyers 
advise as we do. 
 
Again, the stakes are so 
high in the criminal law 
process that a witness 
should seek legal counsel 
first, for all purposes.   

 

 A starting assumption that 
a dead body on the shop 
floor is the criminal fault of 
the owners of capital and 
their managers, or anyone 
else, is wrong in principle.    
 
In this I disagree with the 

OFL that “… every workplace 
tragedy should be investigated 
through the lens of the 

Westray amendments.”14      
 

 The OFL may be legally 
entitled to directly lobby 
criminal law enforcement 
agencies, and those agencies 
may be legally allowed to 
respond.  But this seems to 
me to be inappropriate in 
principle.  
 
In a free and democratic 
society, for most policy 
issues, lobbying should be 
to relevant government 
agencies (Ministry of Labour;  

Attorney General;  etc.), and 
to politicians who contest 
elections, and as part of 
public political process.   
 
But police should follow 
policy instructions of 
governments only.  And, in 
particular cases, actually for 
presentation to a criminal 
law court, police should act 
independently, in consultation 
with independent Crown 
Attorneys.   
 
Also, the OFL policy 
correspondence with Chiefs 
of Police15 should be public 
documents. 
 

 The paradigm shift, using 
the Criminal Code, offered in 
the counterpoint, is wrong 
in principle.  Workplace 
issues should be governed 
by regulatory law (OH&S 
Act;  Canada Labour Code;  
etc.) that should be well-
enforced with ample 
government inspections 
and follow-up.  Such law is 
seen to require operating 
systems that protect 
workers.  The criminal law 
is seen to apprehend 
criminals.  Those would-be 
criminals would be less 
able to function as such in a 
well-regulated and amply 
inspected workplace.   

 

 The paradigm shift offered 
in the counterpoint as 
example – Mothers Against 
Drunk Driving16 – is 
instructive, but perhaps not 
quite in the way intended.   

  See box below. 
DRAFT 
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Could a shift in attitudes 
around drunk driving have 
been achieved in other 
ways not so reliant on 
criminal law enforcement, 
and not subjecting alcohol-
free drivers to criminal law 
searches and investigations? 
The presumption of criminal 
innocence for those alcohol-
free innocents is compromised, 
and the criminal law 
concept of mens rea is 
damaged.  Could not an 
analogous regulatory legal 
regime have accomplished 
similar social results?  
(Unfortunately neither criminal 
nor regulatory law would stop 

some determined drinking 
drivers, who remain a deadly 
problem.)  

 
The heavy reliance on 
criminal law for drunken 
driving has another down-
side that might show up in 
its own way with the 
Westray-amended Criminal 
Code.   
 
Unlike many who might 
plead guilty to crime, 
because they can’t afford 
otherwise, some drunken 
drivers are quite able to 
afford expensive legal 
talent. And that talent has 
helped create a whole new 

legal industry.  This has 
arguably resulted in a large 
body of case law with 
complicated, if not arcane, 
concepts that appear hardly 
relevant to better road 
safety. 

 

 The OFL’s “ “Kill a Worker, 

Go to Jail” campaign,”17 
even if accepted, raises 
other issues:  

 
First, criminal guilt is 
determined separately from 
sentencing – for which 
mitigating factors (if any) 
must be considered.  The 
OFL should take a stand on 
the concept that sentencing 
is rather more complicated 
than a poster slogan, and 
should be seen as trying to 
avoid meanness and revenge. 

 
Second, if the OFL’s 
position would require 
prison, then it should also 
take a stand on adequate 
funding of rehab programs 
and medical care for all 
prisoners.   
 
And third, if the OFL 
advocates the use of the 
criminal law, then it should 
also take a stand on 
adequately funded legal 
assistance for all needy 
criminally accused – which 
might include workers prosecuted 

because of the ““Kill a 

Worker, Go to Jail” campaign.” 
 
As I wrote in the previous 
issue of this newsletter,18 our 

MOL inspector powers and what a worker should do and say when something 

inconvenient has happened. 

Is there a right to remain silent? 
 

OH&S Act s.62 (obstruction, etc. not allowed) & s.54 (powers) grant a Ministry of Labour 
inspector extensive rights of workplace entry, investigation, and seizure, both by provision 
of the Act itself, and further with court warrant.  After an incident, the inspector is in-
charge.  Clearly, it is in the interests of workers to co-operate.  Also, clearly, there is an 
obligation for employers & workers, to assist in the investigation – by way of allowing 
access to the site and the various (often extensive) related documents, etc.  There is also 
something of an obligation to provide the inspector with a narrative of what happened;  
and workers should want to.  
 

But, if there are to be legal liability consequences, some caution is needed. A worker is 
not required to make a statement (or answer questions beyond the perfunctory);  s.54 
does not empower an inspector to compel this.  A worker who would be concerned that a 
statement to an inspector might turn out badly would be well-advised to first seek legal 
advice, independent of the MOL or the employer.  Many employers would have routinely 
retained legal counsel in advance;  that counsel should not be seen as advantageous to 
workers.   
 

Such a pause, by a worker, for independent legal advice, could hardly be construed as 
s.62 obstruction.  Such a pause may save a worker from subsequent grief;  the law itself 
might have become a workplace hazard. 
 

The above comment is particularly important & intensifies with the recent criminalization 
(Kazenelson) of workplace health & safety process.  Now, with a serious injury or fatality, 
the OH&S Act may be trumped by a Criminal Code investigation.  Police come to be in-
charge.  The criminal law right to legal counsel before saying anything (if anything) 
becomes paramount.   This is very important, with potentially very serious consequences. 

DRAFT 
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Clinic should now see its 
role as changed so as to 
inform workers of their new 
legal dangers.  The Clinic 

would be remiss in its legal 
practice not to do so.           
 
              

 
 

 

More comment –  12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   See below for another opinion. 

Linda Vannucci, Clinic Lawyer-Director, writes: 
 
I am concerned that Michael Grossman’s comments above may create more mischief than good for workers.  
  
Mr. Kazenelson was a supervisor.  In fact, no non-supervisory workers have ever been charged under the Criminal 
Code Westray provision.  Although possible, in my view it is highly unlikely.   
 
Although the above article is titled “comment – biased opinion,” the general public may understand it as legal advice.  
Advising the worker to “to pause to seek legal counsel” or answer only “perfunctory” questions is vague and open to 
misinterpretation. 
 
People who are looking for legal help will cruise the internet, especially people who can’t afford a lawyer.  I can 
envision a situation of a worker who may have witnessed a work accident and for whatever reason does not wish to 
provide information about it, even though it’s a situation that would not attract criminal charges under the Westray 
provision.  Perusing the internet for advice, one such person could find the above “biased opinion.”  Because of the 
vagueness of the advice, for example, how long is a pause, what are perfunctory questions, it could be concluded that 
one doesn’t have to answer inspectors’ questions.  One such person could find this opinion piece in a situation where 
they are being asked about a workplace accident and may understand the piece to mean that the worker doesn’t have 
to answer an inspector’s questions and/or if the worker doesn’t have access to legal advice will never answer the 
inspector’s questions.   
 
In fact, a worker may take this to mean that even in a situation not involving death on the shop floor where there is an 
inspection and questions are being asked, that there is a right to counsel or a right to an unspecified delay in 
responding to the inspector.  A worker may think there is a right to not answer inspectors’ questions in general.  This 
may sound like an exaggeration or a remote situation but people sometimes jump to the wrong conclusion and then 
act accordingly.  In this case, this leap in logic might result in a worker being found to have “failed to provide 
information to an inspector” resulting in an obstructing charge under the Occupational Health and Safety Act, which 
could, ironically, attract a large fine and even imprisonment, although this exaggerated result is unlikely.  In the end, 
the worker might beat the charge, or not. 
 
It’s likely the Criminal Code Westray provisions won’t be helpful to the goal of prevention of workplace accidents.  As 
the above “biased opinion” states, workplace issues should be governed by regulatory law such as the OH&S Act and 
should be well enforced with ample government inspections and follow-up.  This is a system that operates to protect 
workers.  On this point we are in agreement. 
 
The original intention of the Westray provisions was to extend the reach to upper level management and corporate 
executives so that they would be found criminally responsible for workplace tragedies and face criminal consequences 
for events such as the loss of life that happened at the Westray mine.  Just as I find it unlikely that non-supervisory 
workers will ever be charged, I equally find it unlikely that any corporate executive will ever be convicted under the Westray 
provision.  They are just too far-removed and out of touch with the accident site when the accident occurs in many cases. 
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                                  OFL media release:    1 2   
 

http://ofl.ca/index.php/brampton-fatalities/  
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

http://ofl.ca/index.php/brampton-fatalities/
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Case in progress -- 3  

R v Veolia Environmental Services. 

Criminal Code charges, Sarnia. 
 
 
As reported as a news item in the previous issue of this newsletter,1  R v Veolia involved fire and 
explosion at a Sarnia, Ontario industrial facility, 25 October 2014. Criminal Code and OH&S Act 
charges were laid, against the corporation2 and an individual person.3  News reports45 include 
mention of a dust-related occurrence,6 but without details.    7 8 9 

 

On 28 June, in court,10 again, in Sarnia, the matter was adjourned to 16 August. 11 12 13   

 
Text from the information document, Sarnia, Ontario, 03 December 2015:     

 
… that ANTHONY LAVORATORE … and VEOLIA ES CANADA INDUSTRIAL SERVICES INCORPORATED 
(1) on or about the 25 day of October, 2014 at the City of Sarnia … 
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Clinic’s Recent Legislative Activities -- Bill 132. 1 
Presentation to Ontario Legislative Committee,  

22 January 2016.  
 

 
 

Legislative Assembly of Ontario 
Committee Transcripts: Standing Committee on Social Policy - 2016-Jan-22 - Bill 132, 

Sexual Violence and Harassment Action Plan Act (Supporting Survivors and Challenging 
Sexual Violence and Harassment), 2015 

… 
 
Toronto Workers’ Health and Safety Legal 
Clinic 
 
The Chair (Mr. Peter Tabuns): Our next 
presenter is the Toronto Workers’ Health 
and Safety Legal Clinic. As you’ve probably 
noticed, you have 10 minutes to present. 
There will be questions afterwards. Please 
introduce yourself for Hansard. 
 
Mr. John Bartolomeo: Good morning. My 
name is John Bartolomeo. I’m a staff lawyer 
at the Toronto Workers’ Health and Safety 
Legal Clinic. We are a specialty legal aid 

clinic in that we serve a specific subset of 
law: We handle occupational health and 
safety unlawful reprisal applications before 
the labour board. Through that, as well, we 
have corollary issues that we cover, such as 
sexual harassment. We proceed with those 
types of applications in front of the labour 
board, but also at the Human Rights 
Tribunal of Ontario. 
 
My comments today will be limited to 
schedule 4 of the act: amendments to the 
Occupational Health and Safety Act. In 
respect to our suggestions towards the 

 

   http://www.ontla.on.ca/web/committee-
proceedings/committee_transcripts_details.do?locale=en&Date=2016-01-

22&ParlCommID=9003&BillID=3535&Business=&DocumentID=29945#P608_185438 
 

http://www.ontla.on.ca/web/committee-proceedings/committee_transcripts_details.do?locale=en&Date=2016-01-22&ParlCommID=9003&BillID=3535&Business=&DocumentID=29945#P608_185438
http://www.ontla.on.ca/web/committee-proceedings/committee_transcripts_details.do?locale=en&Date=2016-01-22&ParlCommID=9003&BillID=3535&Business=&DocumentID=29945#P608_185438
http://www.ontla.on.ca/web/committee-proceedings/committee_transcripts_details.do?locale=en&Date=2016-01-22&ParlCommID=9003&BillID=3535&Business=&DocumentID=29945#P608_185438
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proposed bill, we have to say that we are 
encouraged by the proposed amendments to 
the Occupational Health and Safety Act, but 
we feel there is more to be done and that we 
can step forward and present a cohesive 
plan, incorporating what the bill hopes to 
achieve, but also the suggestions in It’s 
Never Okay and the final report of the Select 
Committee on Sexual Violence and 
Harassment. 
 
When you contemplate all those documents 
together, I think we have an opportunity to 
refashion a workplace that assists my 
clients. My clients are generally low-income, 
new Canadians, young Canadians. They do 
not have the benefit of union membership, 
and given our financial eligibility 
requirements, they are entirely low-income 
wage earners. Those circumstances do not 
lend themselves to workplaces that have a 
health and safety committee or a health and 
safety rep to assist them, so they are 
essentially alone until they come to our 
clinic. We have to assist them based on 
recent changes to the legislation. While the 
proposals, as I indicated, are positive, there 
is still more to be done. 
 
With respect to the changes that I am going 
to suggest today, I have four 
recommendations. 
 
The first one I would like to address is with 
respect to the definition of workplace 
harassment. Nine times out of 10, when an 
employer has harassed a worker, the 
response from the employer is, “This is just 
management of our workers. It has nothing 
to do with harassment.” That is the first line 
of defence employers will generally submit 
to the labour board or to any application we 
submit. The danger I see in Bill 132 is that 
you have effectively codified the first line of 
defence of an employer by suggesting that 
management of employees does not 
constitute workplace harassment. By putting 
that barrier to any harassment complaint or 
investigation, you’ve given the employers 
an arsenal that I don’t think they need. I 
think workplace harassment should be 
investigated and the reasons behind 

employer decisions should be investigated 
and not given a way out at the first instance. 
 
1120 
 
So my first recommendation is to strike 
subsection 1(3). “A reasonable action taken 
by an employer or supervisor relating to the 
management and direction”—that should be 
struck. If there is some belief that there must 
be some kind of initial protection, our 
proposal is that we include wording that 
focuses on respect for the workers. We 
suggest in our alternative that phrasing 
include that so long as workers are treated 
with dignity, integrity and respect, then 
management of workers is a reasonable 
action. 
 
The second recommendation we have is the 
inclusion of a code of practice. This is one of 
the recommendations we made in front of 
the select committee. Stopping workplace 
harassment and workplace violence is more 
than just rooting it out when it’s raised as an 
issue. What we propose is making a positive 
workplace. There is a best method and a 
best practice to how we choose to organize 
our workplaces, and that’s giving the 
respect that workers deserve, the dignity 
that workers deserve; that they are treated 
not simply as subordinates but as 
individuals with rights. That is why we 
propose that in any policy, there is a 
declaration that employers are to provide a 
workplace free of harassment and that we 
promote respect and dignity for workers in 
the workplace. 
 
The third recommendation we have is with 
respect to access to investigation of 
complaints. The wording, as it is currently 
phrased, is that a worker, and/or the 
assailant if they are an employee, is 
informed in writing of the results. The way 
the wording is, in my view, does not allow 
the worker or grant the worker a right to the 
report itself. 
 
This comes up on occasion, as a practitioner 
in these types of applications before the 
labour board. I can give you an example: An 
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employer can simply give you a summary of 
what the report said. That doesn’t 
necessarily mean the summary is correct. 
That doesn’t necessarily mean the summary 
tells the whole story. It is only after we 
demand a copy of the investigation report 
that a worker gets a full picture of whether 
or not the investigator actually paid 
attention to the specifics, whether or not the 
investigator interviewed the correct people 
and whether or not the worker’s complaints 
were treated with the appropriate response. 
 
One example I can give is whether or not an 
incident has been weighed correctly by an 
investigator. We can see that, not from a 
written summary or an executive 
presentation from the employer, it is from 
the document itself. 
 
We propose in our amendments that the 
individuals involved get a copy of the 
report. I acknowledge that there is some 
need for privacy concerns if there is an 
investigation that involves interviewing 
witnesses. These individuals don’t 
necessarily want to have their names 
attached to these types of reports. So we 
contemplate some subjective or objective 
level of privacy for third parties who are 
pulled into the report through investigation. 
But for all intents and purposes, why can’t a 
worker have access to their own report? 
That needs to be expressed clearly in the 
legislation. 
 
The fourth and final recommendation we 
have with respect to schedule 4 is one that 
we made before the select committee, and 
it’s one I’ve already heard from previous 
deputants: We cannot differentiate between 
the treatment of workplace harassment and 
workplace violence under the Occupational 
Health and Safety Act. In this regard, I 
mirror the select committee’s recommendation in 
and of itself, which was recommendation 33, 
I believe, that the opportunity in Bill 132 
before you is the chance to give clear 
indication to the labour board, to parties, 
that workplace violence and workplace 
harassment are to be treated the same, in 
that we proposed an amendment that 

clearly identifies that the employer duties, 
the supervisor duties and the worker duties, 
as set out under the Occupational Health 
and Safety Act, apply as appropriate with 
respect to workplace harassment. 
 
This will alleviate any concerns I have as a 
practitioner when I appear before the labour 
board because, as I had the opportunity to 
tell the select committee, the labour board 
recognized, or at least their vice-chairs 
recognized, that there was a difference 
between how the Legislature chose to treat 
workplace harassment and workplace 
violence. Noting that, there is a vice-chair 
decision that is quoted that says, effectively, 
that if the Legislature wanted harassment 
and violence treated the same, they would 
have used the same language. Since they 
didn’t, it’s clear that harassment doesn’t get 
the same types of protection that violence 
does. That has changed through a couple of 
decisions that we had the opportunity to 
argue, but now is the opportunity for the 
government to make the change 
recommended by the select committee. 
Change the language so that workplace 
harassment gets the same coverage. 
 
In summary, this is an opportunity to 
improve Bill 132 with our changes, to 
protect workers, to make it clear that 
harassment is to be treated just as seriously 
as workplace violence. Thank you. 
 
The Chair (Mr. Peter Tabuns): Thank you 
for that presentation. Given the time limits, 
the next five minutes of questions will go to 
the government. Ms. Malhi? 
 
Ms. Harinder Malhi: Actually, no, it’s Mr. 
Rinaldi. 
 

The Chair (Mr. Peter Tabuns): Oh, Mr. 
Rinaldi. My apologies. 
 
Mr. Lou Rinaldi: That’s fine. Thank you, 
Chair. 
Thank you, Mr. Bartolomeo, for being here 
today, and for your presentation. 
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Chair, just with your indulgence, just a 
quick comment this morning: We talk about 
education, from past presenters, and I just 
thought—I had this in my mind that I’m 
quite impressed with the number of 
deputants we have from colleges and 
universities, and that’s where we talk about 
education and its importance. I just wanted 
to make that comment. I didn’t mean to 
interfere with your time. 
 
The last thing you talked about, and as you 
mentioned, there were other deputants that 
brought the issue up—just bear with me 
here—on your sheet is the difference 
between workplace violence and workplace 
harassment. We treat them as two different 
things, and there’s confusion. 
 
Not being a lawyer, I guess what I would 
ask from you is, do you have a 
recommendation on how we could marry 
the two together, or if there’s a possibility, 
understanding that there are some 
differences, I think, from a layman’s 
perspective, but yet in the end, the meaning 
could be the same? Do you have any sense 
of how you could marry the two together? 
 
Mr. John Bartolomeo: You have two options 
in that regard. There is already a provision 
for workplace harassment under the 
Occupational Health and Safety Act. You 
could choose to add in the simple words 
“and harassment” to the appropriate 
section. Or, as I have drafted, I have 
effectively mirrored the section that says 
employer duties, supervisor duties and 
worker duties apply, as appropriate, with 
respect to workplace harassment, so that 
when employers, supervisors and workers 
fulfill their obligations under the act, they 
are to keep in mind that this is also in 
respect to workplace harassment. 
 

Mr. Lou Rinaldi: So you think that would 
satisfy that, from a legal perspective? 
 
Mr. John Bartolomeo: That would at least 
remove a few weapons in the arsenal that 
employer counsel uses against me when I 
make these applications. 

 
Mr. Lou Rinaldi: Switching to 
recommendation number 1 that you have 
here, can you maybe provide a little bit 
more clarity on your recommendation? 
 
Mr. John Bartolomeo: When you read the 
transcript—and I say to you, “You have to 
work late tonight,” and I’m not making eye 
contact—I’m staring at another part of your 
body—that could be deemed simply 
management, because I’m telling you that 
you have to work late tonight. If I’m putting 
you in an uncomfortable position where I 
am not treating you with the dignity and 
respect as an individual, it should be clear 
that that type of behaviour doesn’t have an 
escape route or a clause that an employer 
can hinge themselves to by saying, “Well, 
this was just me trying to tell them they 
have to work late.” 
 
1130 
 
There are many examples of how people are 
not treated with respect and how they have 
to endure harassment. To effectively put 
into the legislation a section that says, “Well, 
if you’re being reasonable, that’s okay”—
that’s the first place every aggressor will go 
to to defend themselves. I don’t think that 
needs to be in the legislation. 
 
Mr. Lou Rinaldi: I’m going to change the 
subject a bit. From a legal perspective—it’s a 
two-part question, if I may. One, the bill as it 
stands now: Will it help the legal profession 
to defend the victim? Secondly, can you 
comment on the elimination of the two-year 
limitation period for survivors—whether 
this would enhance the process to bring the 
issue forward? 
 

Mr. John Bartolomeo: There’s no doubt that 
the bill will help. My thinking when I made 
these submissions—and they’re co-written 
by our lawyer director, Linda Vannucci, 
who is unwell and can’t make it today—is: 
How does this bill present itself in a way 
that we can do better at the labour board? 
How do we make our case easier? 
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The recommendations I have made are 
largely to stop us from having further 
impediments and barriers in making our 
case, so that’s why we’ve asked for the 
removal of the notion that a reasonable 
action can somehow exempt employer 
actions from the definition of workplace 
harassment. That’s why we’ve asked for a 
code of practice. That’s why we’ve asked for 
inclusion of the concepts of dignity and 
respect and that’s why we’ve asked for 
further protection for workplace harassment 
under the Occupational Health and Safety 

Act. Yes, there are positive steps forward, 
but we can always do better. This is the 
opportunity we have to follow through with 
the recommendations of the select 
committee, so while we’re here, we may as 
well do it. 
 

The Chair (Mr. Peter Tabuns): I’m sorry to 
say that, with that, we’ve run out of time. 
Thanks very much for your presentation. 
 

Mr. John Bartolomeo: Thank you. 

…

            
                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                              
 

 

 

                                 Board members:1 

 
 
 

Clinic Board membership is elected for staggered two-year terms.2      One-half of the Board was re-elected at the 

AGM, 30 September  2015. 3     With subsequent changes, Board membership now:45    
     

      ending ~September 2017:  ending ~October  2016:   6 
John Field 
Ashley Fisch  
Vern Edwards 
Carl Mohan 

Selvathy Kumar 
Georgina Clinton 
Oyinkan Akinyele 7 
[vacant] 

Hilary Balmer 
Ivan Lancaric 
Therese Stewart 
 

Jason Achorn 
Richel Castaneda  8 
[vacant] 
[vacant] 

 

   
Clinic committees continue after the AGM until Board or Executive decisions would make changes (including 

by Board attrition;  there has recently been a reorganization). 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

           

 

 

 

Clinic’s SUBMISSION TO THE ONTARIO STANDING COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL 

POLICY RE: BILL 132 SEXUAL VIOLENCE AND HARASSMENT ACTION PLAN ACT. 
 

2016 01 22. submission re O Bill 132 Harassment Plan.pdf 

 
 

http://workers-safety.ca/publications?do=view&file=publications%3A+newsletter%2C+Workers+Guide%2C+FACT+SHEETS%2C+reports%2C+etc%7C2016+01%7C2016+01+22.+submission+re+O+Bill+132++Harassment+Plan.pdf
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in the press –  12 
   

 In NATIONAL POST / FINANCIAL POST, Toronto : “Ladder safety saves lives.”  

[Kevin Flynn, Ontario Minister of Labour]:  “THE PART OF MY JOB I HATE IS HEARING THAT 
ANOTHER PERSON HAS DIED AT WORK.”  13 14 
 

 Also in NATIONAL POST / POST SPORTS, Toronto : “Rowan’s Law just the first step  

/  CANADA-WIDE ACTION NEEDED ON CONCUSSIONS.” 15 16 
 

 In THE GLOBE AND MAIL, Toronto : “WORKPLACE SAFETY  /  PTSD rates high 

among corrections officers.” 17 18 
 

 In CHEMICAL & ENGINEERING NEWS, American Chemical Society, Washington, DC :  

“ACS’s role in safety,” 19 20  “The safety gap is not due to a lack of available knowledge. Do we 

have a commitment to procedures, training, and education? Do we have strong safety cultures?” 
 

 Also in C&EN : “University of Hawaii lab explosion likely originated in 

electrostatic discharge  /  The root cause was failure to recognize and 

control the hazards of explosive gas mixture, investigation report says,” 2122 

 

 letter to TORONTO STAR, 11 July 2016. 
WSIB being disingenuous 

Re: WSIB denies reports of reduced support, July 5 
 
WSIB President Tom Teahen’s statement that he is “committed to listening” to the 
complaints of injured workers, their lawyers and doctors is disingenuous. 
 
As an injured worker advocate with 30 years of experience I have concluded that the WSIB 
listens with deaf ears as its policies and practices regarding drug benefits and the use of 
WSIB-paid specialty clinics worsen the suffering and poverty of permanently injured 
workers. Injured workers have been talking for years to no avail. 
 
The “2 per cent” Mr. Teahen speaks of amounts to 100 per cent of clinic and advocate work, 
with waiting lists, and countless more lost in the system. Case by case meetings do not fix 
systemic problems.  
 
Maybe when we care more about the health of injured workers than saving money justice 
can be done. 
 
Linda Vannucci, lawyer/director, Toronto Workers’ Health and Safety Legal Clinic 
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“… But no one questioned storing a mixture of the gases in a 49-L steel tank designed for compressed 
air and not electrically grounded, the UCCLS report says. When the tank exploded, it contained 55% 
H2, 38% O2, and 7% CO2 at a pressure of 8 atm. UCCLS estimated the energy of the detonation to be 
equivalent to 70.5 g of TNT. …” 

 

 In The New York Times : “Fear in [New York] Village Where Teflon was 

produced  /  A discovery of water contamination brings blood tests and 

criticism of officials.” 23  24      
 

 Also in The New York Times : “[Methane] Explosions Kill Rescue Workers and 

[coal] Miners in Russia  /  An attempt to reach 26 stranded miners ends in 

more deaths,” 25  26      

                                                                        
                                                                                                     CAS 74-82-8     
 

 Also in The New York Times : “Long-Haul Sweatshops  /  The miserable working 
conditions of American truckers.” 27 28      

 

 Also in The New York Times : “Fukushima Keeps Fighting a Radioactive Tide  /  5 
Years In, Workers Find Routine in Risky Cleanup.” 29 30    “The work’s not hard, if you 
don’t think about radiation.” 31    
 

 Also in The New York Times : “[Coal] Mine Chief Is Sentenced In Conspiracy 
Over Safety  /  West Virginia Executive Gets 1-Year Prison Term  /  A case 
involving standards at a mine where a fatal explosion occurred.” 32 33     
 

 Also in The New York Times : “Judgment Day for Reckless Executives  /  
Tougher penalties would deter bosses from ignoring safety laws.” 34 35     

 

 Also in The New York Times : “The Undoing of a Coal Baron.” 36 37     
 

 Also in The New York Times : “Cra-Z-Art Toy Jewelry Kits Are Found to Have 
High Lead Levels.” 38 39     

 

 Also in The New York Times : “Safer Football?  Program’s Claim Is Unmasked  /  
… Data Questions N.F.L.-Backed Program’s Claims on Injurie’s.” 40 41     
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 Also in The New York Times : “[US] E.P.A. Adopts New Rules to Regulate 
Formaldehyde.” 42 43 44 45        [emision standards for manufactured wood products.]  

                                                                                  Methanal     Formaldehyde     

                                                                                                           CAS   50-00-0          30.03 g/mol. 
 

 In US Code of Federal Regulations : “Formaldehyde Emission Standards for 

Composite Wood Products.” 46 47 48   
 

 New York Committee for Occupational Safety & Health   http://nycosh.org/initiatives/healthy-nail-salons/ :  
“Healthy Nail Salons” 49 50 51 52 53                                                                                                                                                                 

 

http://www.workers-safety.ca/         54 
  

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Toronto-Workers-Health-and-

Safety-Legal-Clinic/226662537458898?fref=ts 

 

  

https://twitter.com/TWHSLC 
 
 

 

 
 

data added to http://www.workers-safety.ca/         
documenting Clinic’s activities, law reform advocacy, etc. 
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   From the Clinic’s Letters Patent, 06 February 1989:   56 57  
 

… The objects for which the corporation is incorporated are: 
   

… To provide workers with scientific information and legal advice and representation with 
regard to the health effects of their employment and their rights at law to healthful and 
safe working conditions.                                   … 
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for future issues:           
●Case & comment -- Worker’s waiver not 
enforceable under WS&I Act -- Fleming v 
Massey, Ontario Court of Appeal.  
● Case -- R v Live Nation, et al. – update. 
● Case -- R v Sunrise Propane – update.    
● Case -- R v New Mex, et al. – update. 
●Topic revisited—Ministry of Labour 
library (2007 11. Vol.15 No.4). 
●Topic revisited – Ontario Toxics 
Reduction Act, 2009.  results?    
(2009 06. Vol.17 No.3  pages 2 & 3;   

2012 07. Vol.20 No.2  pages 12 & 13).         
● Detour Gold Corporation -- 
OH&S Act & Criminal Code charges -- 
adjourned to 26 July. 
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gold/ 
 

http://www.detourgold.com/ 
 

http://www.detourgold.com/investors-centre/News-
Releases/news-Release-Details/2016/Detour-Gold-Provides-
Update-on-the-Investigation-of-Employee-Death-at-Detour-Lake-
Mine-5312016/default.aspx 
 

http://www.detourgold.com/investors-centre/News-
Releases/news-Release-Details/2016/Detour-Gold-Provides-
Update-on-the-Investigation-of-Employee-Death-at-Detour-Lake-
Mine/default.aspx 
● Case & comment -- Report of clinic 
case representation  --  “All Parties are 
Equal before the Human Rights Tribunal.”  
● MOL Items -- Construction Health 
and Safety Action Plan. 
● CLINIC NAME CHANGE. 
● Outreach report. 

● Workers’ Guide revision. 
● Clinic statistical report for legal work 
recently done or in progress. 
●Clinic website adjustments. 
●Clinic financial statement.   
●Clinic committees reorganization. 

●Board minutes. 
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http://www.workers-safety.ca/       
 

PLEASE CALL THE CLINIC IF 

YOU WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE 

OUR NEWSLETTER VIA e-MAIL. 
Or if you no-longer want to receive it. 
 

This clinic is one of a system of community 

legal clinics; it receives most of its financing 

from LEGAL AID ONTARIO. 
 

Don’t agree with opinions here?  

Or want to comment otherwise?   

Send your manuscript to: 

TWH&SLC -- newsletter. 
 

©MMXVI. 
newsletter:                   TWH&SLC.      

each opinion item:          the writer. 
 

Mailing list of individuals & organizations ≈ 200. 
 

Permission to reproduce whole items is granted 

gratis for one year for non-profit use only 

provided no changes are made and the copyright 

holder is identified and notified in advance.  
              

not legal advice.  This newsletter includes information 

considered correct and up-to-date according to its context.  

It also contains opinions.  But nothing here should be taken 

as legal advice.  Legal advice should be obtained from 

professional counsel, which might include our Clinic’s 

lawyers, when acting on a lawyer-client basis.  

 

Errors and misstatements happen, although we try to 

be careful and strive for accuracy. We would try to 

correct as soon as possible.   Please let us know if you 

see any needed corrections or explanations. 
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